Locus-specific diagnostic tests for endogenous avian leukosis-type viral loci in chickens.
The genome of the chicken, Gallus gallus, contains endogenous proviral elements (ALVE elements or ev genes) that display a high degree of similarity to the Avian Leukosis class of retroviruses. The ALVE proviruses are known to modulate physiological processes of the host birds. Different ALVE elements retain variable portions of the complete, prototype viral genome, and each provirus resides in its own specific location within the host genome. Thus, each ALVE element has its own particular potential to modulate host physiology depending on the nature of its integration site, the completeness of the proviral genome, and the level of expression of the locus. It is important, therefore, to be able to establish the ALVE element profiles of chickens quickly and accurately, both in the laboratory and in a commercial setting. The current method of choice for simple, quick, and accurate typing is the polymerase chain reaction (PCR). This paper reviews the present status of PCR typing of ALVE proviruses and lists the assay protocols for 19 different elements. In addition, it compares the insertion sites of these elements in an effort to identify common motifs at ALVE integration sites.